The Towed Sweeper/Collector is robust in construction to withstand prolonged heavy use. A differential mechanism on the brushes allows the sweeper to be manoeuvred in tight corners without the wheels "scuffing". The differential mechanism also allows both ground wheels to drive the pick up brushes giving it superior sweeping power. The height adjustment is simple. The main drive is transmitted via metal gears. The large capacity solid plastic catcher is rot and tear proof and simple to use. Reversing into the tipping heap is always difficult but it is made easier with the Towed Sweeper/Collector as it only has two wheels in contact with the ground. Ideal for collecting, leaves, rubbish, small branches around the yard stable, Estate, lawned areas. Not suitable for using in the field to collect horse manure, you would need the Equestrian Power Brush product to do that. The sweeper may also be used for hard surface sweeping. To achieve the best results a rubber strip should be fitted at time of manufacture. Specification Overall width 1300mm (51") Working width 915mm (36") Length with tow bar 1700mm (67") Weight 78kg (171lbs) Catcher capacity 270 litres Video demonstration
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